


Building 2024’s Banque de France Together

…qui nous ont inspirés
We have just experienced an unprecedented global health crisis that is still not completely over. It has thrust central banks to the forefront in providing economic and social protection for their nations. 
The Eurosystem responded rapidly and resolutely to the situation, deploying a monetary shield to protect the European economy, and the Banque de France played its full part in this. 
Throughout the crisis, we have mobilised and adapted ourselves: our services have been recognised and commended by the public, the media and the business community, as well as by national 
and local authorities. Despite the constraints, we have reached or surpassed all ten targets originally set under the Ambitions 2020 plan. We have successfully transformed our branch network on an 
unprecedented scale; we have recruited, invested and innovated. The process has not been without its difficulties, and we need to remain humble; but I think we can genuinely be proud of what we 
have achieved.

So why set a new course for 2024 when there are still so many uncertainties? Precisely because of them: when the outlook is unpredictable, it is more important than ever to have some clarity 
over the future. To transform the challenges of our time into opportunities for the Bank, rather than sitting back and waiting for them to hit us. And to better respond to the concerns of our citizens in a 
changing world. They trust us, more than ever; and with that trust comes an obligation to anticipate and to act.

We are calling this new plan Building 2024 Together because, over the past year, and despite the lockdowns, we have been preparing it through interactive dialogue on the results of Ambitions 2020, 
and then through 14 working groups combining 250 senior and administrative staff. It is also because we want to maintain this collective, forward-looking approach: there will be a mid-way review of 
the plan at the end of 2022, and we will add more actions if necessary; but for those that we have already defined here, we want to implement them together.

We took as a starting point our basics: our missions, also called the “3S’s”, and our values. We then identified the main challenges raised by our environment, and from there built four 
strategic objectives, embodied in 30 actions – half as many as in 2016, when you felt the plan lacked clarity. The first two strategic objectives concern the broadening of our efforts for France and 
Europe, and the last two target our internal functioning, its resilience and its efficiency.

With Ambitions 2020 we successfully accelerated our transformation; Building 2024 Together is therefore a reinforcement plan, which sets ambitious targets for our external commitments, as well 
as for our resilience and internal performance. We shall roll out these actions while being exemplary in the management of our resources: a moderate adaptation of our staff numbers coupled with 
significant recruitment; stable operating expenditure to provide scope for major investment.

We have demonstrated our commitment to transforming the Banque de France, for the benefit of our country and of Europe. It is this driving force, in an uncertain world, that anchors my confidence, 
and that can form the basis for our collective confidence going forward to 2024. 

François Villeroy de Galhau

Governor’s foreword
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…qui nous ont inspirés

• Our basics: our missions and our values

• The successful acceleration of our transformation: the

results of Ambitions 2020

3. Presentation of the plan – Our four strategic objectives

for Building 2024 Together

• Through our expertise and independence - support the

economy

• Through our openness - serve society and Europe

• Through our sustainable performance - secure the

future

• Through our solidarity - be an attractive employer

4. Implementation and steering of the plan

• Combining performance with capacity for action: our

resources

• 10 key targets to measure the success of the plan

1. Our strengths today

• The challenges of the crisis and of the reconstruction

• The challenges linked to our environment and our 4

strategic objectives

2. Our changing environment

Building 2024 Together

Contents
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…qui nous ont inspirés

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

MONETARY STRATEGY

SERVICES TO THE ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

FINANCIAL STABILITY

The values of the women and men of the Banque de France

Providing a public service means remaining faithful to certain lasting

values. Over the course of 2019, more than 450 meetings were held

with the participation of more than 4,000 staff to discuss and define 5

values for the Banque de France.

INDEPENDENCE

SOLIDARITY

EXPERTISE

OPENNESS

SUSTAINABLE

PERFORMANCE
SES VALEURS

Our basics

3

VALUES

INDEPENDENCE
EXPERTISE
OPENNESS
SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE
SOLIDARITY

MISSIONS

MONETARY STRATEGY
FINANCIAL STABILITY
SERVICES TO THE ECONOMY 
AND SOCIETY

The Banque de France



Collective pride in having succeeded in the transformation and met
our objectives

• Our 10 targets have all been reached

or exceeded (see appendix)

• 93% of actions fully implemented: 55 actions completed, 4 to be

continued under the next plan (plan for cash activities, cyber risk, services for

businesses, data)

• actions added over the course of the plan

• Our core action to combat global warming (Socially Responsible Investment,

creation of the Network for Greening the Financial System)

• Development of innovative macroprudential measures in partnership with the

Haut Conseil de Stabilité Financière

• Opening of the Singapore office

• Professionalisation of the CSER function

The successful accelerationof our transformation: the results of Ambitions 2020
Whatweachieved

…qui nous ont inspirés

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

The 2020 plan to transform the Banque de France, as of 2016, via a
series of Ambitions

• for our missions

• for our staff

• for a more effective, innovative and visible Bank

A transformed Bank, quick to respond in the face of the 2020 Covid-19 crisis

• Commitment of the support functions to our staff (digitalisation of activities, extension of

teleworking)

• More visible action and mobilisation of our staff in 5 key areas:

• support for businesses and VSEs

• support and guidance for individuals

• financing of the economy

• solidity of financial institutions

• reliability of economic forecasts

What you said about the results of Ambitions 2020 and what we need to improve

"Synergies and collaboration between

departments and directorates aren’t

sufficiently implemented, encouraged or 

developed"

"Positive results, but a lot still needs to 

be done to simplify people’s everyday

lives"

"In theory, the changes in management methods are a 

step in the right direction, but in practice, behaviour

hasn’t really changed"

"Simpler and more efficient working tools"
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The challenges of the crisis and the reconstruction

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

1. The economic and social consequences

• A powerful economic shock in 2020 leading to an unprecedented and persistent decline in inflation and

inflation expectations

• Gradual return of economic activity to normal by mid-2022

2. The financial and monetary consequences

• Public authorities have played a cushioning role with support mechanisms (fiscal and monetary)

• Private debt is rising in a favourable, low interest rate environment

• Monetary policy still has an essential role to play

3. The challenges for national and European solidarity

• Efficient national and European solidarity in 2020

• Risk of a widening of social and intergenerational inequalities

• Risk of divergences between European economies and of political/geopolitical tensions as we emerge

from the crisis

4. Succeeding in the reconstruction

• Combine monetary and fiscal policies without subordinating one to the other

• Shift from broad-based emergency stimulus measures to a more selective reconstruction strategy

• Shift from providing a public shielding mechanism to creating a private sector "triangle of confidence":

household confidence to stimulate consumption, confidence among businesses to encourage

investment, confidence among banks to ensure they finance the economy

Comparative evolution of FED, BoJ and Eurosystem balance sheets in 

% of GDP since the start of 2008, source: Banque de France

Loss of activity (% of normal level), source: Banque de France
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The challenges* of our environment and our 4 strategic objectives

*: see appendix for details

Financial stability challenges

Climate-related challenges

Technological challenges

Societal and local challenges

Employer attractiveness

challenges

Economic, monetary and 

European challenges The risks and opportunities these

challenges represent have prompted us 

to anticipate today the changes we

want to make in our missions and 

services of tomorrow. 

Citizens and our ecosystem expect

more from us, sometimes question the 

role of central banks and are pushing

us to act with them and for them. 

This changing and unpredictable

environment means we have to be

more resilient and more effective.

The Bank is facing numerous

challenges…
…which provided our

inspiration

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

A plan to reinforce…

… our services to French society and in Europe

… our internal resilience and performance

Through our

SOLIDARITY

Be an attractive 

employer

Through our

sustainable

PERFORMANCE

Secure the future

Through our

OPENNESS

Serve society

and Europe

Through our

EXPERTISE

and

INDEPENDENCE

Support

the economy
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A participative and two-way approach… conducted in spite of the health
restrictions in 2020

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

• An initiative that has been regularly discussed at employee works council meetings since February 2020

• A participative approach, with questionnaires sent to staff (initial appraisal of the Ambitions 2020 plan and external challenges) and managers (directions of travel for the

strategic plan)

• Which was then adapted after the onset of the Covid-19 pandemic, with a review of our main challenges

• Leading to the publication of a diagnostic assessment in June 2020, comprising the appraisal of the Ambitions 2020 plan and the main challenges facing the Bank

• Followed by a dialogue phase, with the creation of 14 working groups (250 participants, 70 meetings in 4 months) to break down the strategic directions of travel into

concrete, transformative actions, shaped around our core values

7

Consultation 
on the 
diagnostic 
assessment

Breakdown of directions of 
travel into “action” projects 

(14 working groups)

Integration 
of the 
public 
health 
crisis

Stabilised 
diagnostic 
assessment

Strategic 
directions of 
travel

Consolidation, 
setting of 
priorities, 

trajectories

Draft 
plan
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Par notre

SOLIDARITÉ

Être une entreprise

attractive

Par notre

OUVERTURE

Servir la société 

et l'Europe

Our 4 objectives for Building 2024 Together

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

Par notre 

PERFORMANCE

durable

Assurer l’avenir

Through our

EXPERTISE

and

INDEPENDENCE

Support the economy

With the emergence from pandemic, we want to play a standard-setting role by developing a monetary strategy that responds to the unprecedented challenges of our time.

We want to improve our ability to prevent and manage future crises, by enhancing our risk-analysis capabilities and our lead in supervision, and strengthening our

macroprudential work. We want to assert ourselves as a leading central bank and supervisor in the climate transition. In the face of technological disruption, we are

committed to guaranteeing freedom of choice and modernisation in payment instruments – from cash to digital payments – underpinned by central bank money.

Monetary strategy

“La Banque de France à votre écoute” (“The Banque de France Listens”), a Q&A

session for all audiences on monetary policy

Measure and take better account of households’ and firms’ inflation expectations

Adapt monetary policy operations to climate risks

Increase the accessibility and security of payment instruments, including cash

Commit to the success of the European Payments Initiative

Prepare for the issuance of a central bank digital currency (CBDC)

Modernise the printing works to increase our competitiveness

Penetrate new banknote paper markets (EUROPAFI)

Financial stability

Implement our SUPTECH strategy for enhanced supervision

Improve the assessment and prevention of risks to the financial system

Ensure the financial sector takes better account of climate-related risk, notably via

the NGFS

Assess the feasibility of incorporating climate risk into our company ratings

process

1
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Our 4 objectives for Building 2024 Together

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

Through our

OPENNESS

Serve society and 

Europe

Par notre 

PERFORMANCE

durable

Assurer l’avenir

Par notre

SOLIDARITÉ

Être une entreprise

attractive

Services to the economy and society

Roll out, via our branch network, a complete financial inclusion offering

Innovate to better guide entrepreneurs out of the crisis

Enable all staff to learn more about our missions and spread that knowledge

outside the Bank

Support the strategy of the IEDOM and IEOM for the development of the

overseas economies

Identify the key themes for tomorrow’s Eurosystem and multilateral agendas

Define an HR policy to increase our influence at the European and international

levels

13

14

15

16

17

18

Par notre 

EXPERTISE

et notre 

INDÉPENDANCE

Soutenir

l'économie

Building on our consolidated regional network and our increased proximity to local economic players, we want to do more for SMEs, VSEs and individuals, and improve

their financial inclusion and financial literacy. To increase their trust in us, we need to be better equipped to communicate with all types of audience. This openness also

extends to Europe, where we intend to use our strengths to bolster the Eurosystem and the banking union.
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Par notre

OUVERTURE

Servir la société 

et l'Europe

Par notre

SOLIDARITÉ

Être une entreprise

attractive

Our 4 objectives for Building 2024 Together

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

Through our

sustainable

PERFORMANCE

Secure the future

Par notre 

EXPERTISE

et notre 

INDÉPENDANCE

Soutenir

l'économie

Drawing on the successful adaptations made to tackle the pandemic in 2020, we plan to optimise our resilience and performance, thanks notably to our support functions.

We want to be a company that is sustainable, both in our working environment and our investment choices. We also need to innovate in our information systems to keep our

businesses aligned with accelerating technological change.

Reinforce and renew our collective resilience

Modernise all premises and the working environment in the branch network by the end of the decade

Simplify workstations and adapt them to new modes of working, including teleworking

Actively commit to a target of carbon neutrality

Aim for digital sobriety in all our digital uses

Capture more innovations with the business lines and their ecosystems, and accelerate their implementation

Improve the governance and exploitation of our data, starting in three target areas (companies, financial stability, supervision)

19

20

25

24

23

22

21

Actions supported by two cross-business initiatives

Actions within the framework of our CSER strategy which

comprises a strong environmental commitment, corporate

sponsorship and HR inclusion

A commitment to developing a more effective, innovative and

resilient information system, incorporating reasonable use of

artificial intelligence
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Par notre

OUVERTURE

Servir la société 

et l'Europe

Our 4 objectives for Building 2024 Together

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

Par notre 

PERFORMANCE

durable

Assurer l’avenir

Through our

SOLIDARITY

Be an attractive 

employer

Par notre 

EXPERTISE

et notre 

INDÉPENDANCE

Soutenir

l'économie

Support our managers: more sharing of managerial best practices, more help in facing day-to-day challenges, more autonomy

Ensure assistant roles are more valued: renewed recruitment methods, lifelong skills development and prospects for promotion

Provide better financial recognition for staff contributions, including for experts

Introduce an income protection scheme for all staff

Simplify our processes and our culture

26

27

30

29

28

The Banque de France’s strength lies first and foremost in the women and men that work for it. Mindful of this, we intend to renew our social pact to continue attracting and

retaining talent. We want to further simplify working methods in order to empower teams and capture synergies. We also plan to provide more personalised HR guidance.
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Combining performance and capacity for action: our resources

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4
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Change in net expenditure since 2015 
(EUR millions)

Three times fewer job cuts than under the

previous plan, and increased recruitment:

• A reduction of around 150 FTE staff per

year over the duration of the plan,

excluding the plan for cash activities

(around 130 FTEs).

• Hiring of at least 300 professional/higher

category staff and assistants per year on

average in the branch network and at head

office, renewal of recruitment methods.

Control of expenditure to provide scope for

major investment:

• Goal of stabilising the net expenditure of

our activities

• Total investment of up to €800 million over

4 years.
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At least 2,727 new hires*
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2024 
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• Stabilisation of net 

expenditure

(≤€912 million/year)

• More than 1,200 new 

hires over 4 years

• Up to €800 million in 

investment over the 

duration of the plan

10 key targets to measure the success of the plan

R E S U L T S * R E S O U R C E S

• Maintain or increase

French people’s

confidence in the ECB 

and in the euro 

[eurobarometer]

• Publication by the 20 

largest French banks and 

insurers of their exposure

to climate risks, in 

accordance with a 

shared template

• Increase the security of 

payment instruments: 

reduction in the number

of counterfeit banknotes

and in cashless payment

fraud

• 90% of users satisfied

with the Bank’s services

• 4 million people provided

with information or 

assistance on a financial

inclusion issue

• At least 6 million 

pageviews for our online 

financial education

materials

• Reduction of at least 

10% in greenhouse gas

emissions over 5 years

• 60% or more of staff 

have confidence in the 

Banque de France’s

future

• Increase satisfaction 

among internal users

with our IT tools and 

simplified methods

• Internal promotion: 

at least 380 staff 

promoted over 4 years

Through our

SOLIDARITY

Be an attractive 

employer

Through our

sustainable

PERFORMANCE

Secure the future

Through our

OPENNESS

Serve society and 

Europe

Through our

EXPERTISE

and

INDEPENDENCE

Support the economy

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

* Détaillés en annexe
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A reinforcement plan

…qui nous ont inspirés

• Four strategic objectives that will enable us to face the uncertainties and enlighten debate, for the benefit of public decision-makers, citizens and all
economic agents.

• Building 2024 Together is a shared commitment to reinforcing our institution in all its missions - in France and in Europe. The 30 component actions make up
our roadmap for the next 4 years, and we will implement them together.

• The mid-way review of the plan at end-2022 will be an important opportunity for adjustment, allowing us to retain a degree of flexibility in a constantly changing
environment.

• We want to work together to rebuild our nation’s confidence:

• Confidence of French citizens in our missions, thanks to direct dialogue, and to the scope and quality of our services

• Confidence of public decision-makers and of our European partners in our ability to provide an outstanding, innovative and efficient public service

• Confidence of the women and men of the Banque de France in our ability to anticipate the future by valuing their individual contributions

• Ten key targets and three indicators of the resources we will use to achieve them

Conclusion

14
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The successful accelerationof our transformation: appraisal of Ambitions 2020
At end-2020, our10 key targetshadall been reachedor exceeded

…qui nous ont inspirés

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

200 internal promotions to 

professional/higher

category roles, to raise the 

proportion of staff in these

categories to 35%

9,720 FTE 

staff by end-

2020

Increase in staff confidence in the 

Banque de France’s future to more 

than the 50% indicated in the 2014 

BVA survey

At least 1,000 new hires by 

2020 and 500 block-release 

contracts

 209 new professional/

higher category staff 

 39% of staff in these

categories

 9,535 FTE staff 

as at 1/12/2020

 2020 BVA survey: 60% (42% in 

2018)

 1,527 new hires

 717 block-release 

contracts

O
ur

 s
ta

ff

Around €1 billion in investment over 

5 years, including nearly €400 million 

for Ambitions 2020 and the 

modernisation of the network

10% reduction in the net 

expenditure of our activities

Ensure our pension commitments

are 100% covered in 2020, thanks to 

our financial performance

 €964 million invested  100% coverage  13% reduction in the net expenditure

of our activities

O
ur

 p
er

fo
rm

an
ce

Number of people who have benefited

from economic and financial

education

Ensure confidence in the euro in 

France is at least in line with the 

European average and always greater

than 60%

A steady increase in

- the Banque de France’s

visibility

- customer satisfaction

 47% in 2020

 86% of customers satisfied in 2020

 10,412 teachers and social workers

trained in 2020

 4 million pageviews on the MQDA, 

Citéco and Covid websites in 2020

 72% of French people had

confidence in the euro in 2020

O
ur

 in
flu

en
ce
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The 6 challenges of our environment (1/2)*

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

• Leadership in research and in the

implementation of monetary policy

• Role of NCBs during the crisis and

development of new tools for economic

analysis

• A renewed debate on the status and

mandate of national central banks (NCBs)

• A decline in Europe’s influence on

international decision-making bodies,

implying a weakening of NCBs

• A pre-crisis geopolitical and economic

context that was already a source of

instability

• A major global crisis that will have lasting

repercussions

• The euro area and European Union are

under pressure

Risks Opportunities

• Intellectual leadership in macroprudential

policies

• Take a more active role in developing our

ecosystem and in fostering innovation in

finance and insurance

• Contagion effects, caused by a potential rise

in credit risk because of the crisis

• Failure to successfully retighten the

prudential rules that were eased in response

to the crisis

• An economic crisis that did not start in the

financial sector

• But the maintenance of financial stability is

still a growing concern

Risks Opportunities

• International leadership (NGFS, ECB

strategic review, European green deal)

• Exemplary internal management: more

sustainable and more responsible

• Difficult balance between supporting the

economy and taking into account climate

risk

• Accusations of inaction in monetary policy…

or conversely of mission creep

• Global warming is now a proven fact and its

consequences are serious

• Limiting global warming will only be possible if

we take widespread, rapid measures

• Strong expectations vis-à-vis supervisors and

central banks regarding financial stability and

monetary policy

Risks Opportunities

Economic, monetary and European challenges

Financial stability challenges

Climate-related challenges

* Summary of the diagnostic assessment published in June 2020 following the staff 
consultation
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The 6 challenges of our environment (2/2)*

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

• Development of European projects:

blockchain and a central bank digital

currency

• AI to assist with and develop our missions;

more analysis and opennness of our data

• Pressure on cash payments from other

payment methods; € facing potential

competition from digital currencies

• A cyber attack on the Banque de France,

and a lack of resilience

• Deep-seated transformations that are

affecting all aspects of everyday life and a

growing share of the population

• Payments revolution

• New entrants that are following a winner

takes all strategy

Risks Opportunities

• In crisis management, increased legitimacy

of the Bank’s social role vis-à-vis SMEs-

VSEs and individuals

• Our visibility, interaction with the public

• People no longer believe the economic and

financial experts

• Lack of awareness of our social utility,

Banque de France seen as a "bank"

• Inequalities take many forms

• They contribute to the erosion of trust

Risks Opportunities

• Experience of the crisis can foster new

attitudes to teleworking and changes in

management

• Renewal of our social pact so that it stays

strong

• Behaviours and working spaces that fail to

take account of new expectations

• Our institution could become less attractive

for people entering the jobs market, and

even for existing employees

• Search for greater meaning and a more

individualised approach

• Innovation in HR

Risks Opportunities

Technological challenges

Societal and local challenges

Employer attractiveness challenges

* Summary of the diagnostic assessment published in June 2020 following the staff 
consultation
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Comparative study of other central banks (1/2)
New strategicdirections werealreadyemergingbeforethe Covid-19 crisis

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

First lessons:

• Directions of travel tend to converge: innovation/data, influence/communication, HR and managerial challenges

• The challenge of opening up to the outside world appears across the board; the Eurosystem, for central banks that are members, is present but goals are not sufficiently explicit

• Environmental and social challenges were not a major focus until recently, but are gaining in priority

Canada Singapore Germany ItalyUK Finland Netherlands

Central bank

missions

Internal

management

Cross-field

focuses

Reminder of the Banque de France’s main strategic focuses
Informal benchmark – January 2020

19

Strategic focuses of central banks

Financial stability

Resilient and efficient payment systems

Economic research and statistics

Supervision and crisis management

Performance and operational efficiency

Attractiveness as an employer

Cyber security

Independence

Influence, visibility, impact

Innovation, digital, data

Positioning within the Eurosystem, globally



Comparative study of other central banks (2/2)
Impact of the Covid-19 dans crisis on the construction of Eurosystem NCBs’ strategies

Our strengths today1 Our changing environment2 Presentation of the plan3
Implementation and steering

of the plan4

Timing of NCB strategic plans and impact of Covid-19:

• 10 NCBs want to launch their strategic plans in the next 2 years.

2020

2021

Analysis of the environment:

• The NCBs that carried out an analysis of their environment prior to

Covid-19 identified the following major themes: digitalisation, economic

growth, demographic change, sustainability, monetary policy and visibility.

Impacts on their strategic reflection:

• With Covid-19 and its consequences, the resilience of new working and

collaboration methods has become a major issue. Many NCBs are

planning to update their environmental analysis and are contemplating

changing their strategic action list, but few are planning to change their

main strategic objectives.

Main topics in response to the Covid-19 crisis

1

1

2

2

2

2

6

6

6

Durabilité

Organisation

Croissance économique

Communication

Politique monétaire

Notoriété

Digitalisation

Résilience

Nouveaux modes de travail

Expected consequences for strategic plans:

• extension of certain missions and acceleration of process re-engineering to be able to deliver them

• introduction of new actions to support economic recovery

• reflection on internal organisation and new working methods

• acceleration of the digitalisation process
Source: informal survey within the Eurosystem - 8 May 2020 20

New working methods

Resilience

Digitalisation

Visibility

Monetary policy

Communication

Economic growth

Organisation

Sustainability



Strategic objective 1: through our expertise and independence… support the economy

…qui nous ont inspirés
MONETARY STRATEGY

1. "La Banque de France à votre écoute" ("The Banque de France Listens"), a

Q&A session for all audiences on monetary policy
Sponsor: O. Garnier / Action leader: F. Hermel

Increase staff knowledge and exchange with the general public on monetary policy issues via

training, meetings, webinars, information materials and a more accessible website.

2. Measure and take better account of households’ and firms’ inflation

expectations
Sponsor: G. Cette / Action leader: Y. Kalantis

Enhance the measurement of households’ and firms’ inflation expectations, including via new

methods, and analyse the performance of the indicators used in monetary policy conduct.

3. Adapt monetary policy operations to climate risks
Sponsor: I. Odonnat / Action leaders: M. Bussière and A. De Tricornot

Implement measures of climate risk to assess the impact on monetary policy, and propose new

ways of adapting it.

4. Increase the accessibility and security of payment instruments, including

cash
Sponsor: C. Piot / Action leader: V. Fasquelle

Increase access to cash and support the development of secure and innovative payment

instruments while continuing to actively combat fraud.

5. Commit to the success of the European Payments Initiative
Sponsor: N. Aufauvre / Action leader: N. Peligry

Thanks to the European Payment Initiative (EPI) project, ensure payments are swift and secure,

guarantee European payments sovereignty, and provide citizens with an innovative solution

covering all their day-to-day needs.

6. Prepare for the issuance of a central bank digital currency (CBDC)
Sponsor: N. Aufauvre / Action leader: T. Argente

Through our research and experiments, assert our influence in France and Europe in decision-

making over a CBDC. Position the Banque de France as a service provider to the Eurosystem,

while also providing guidance for consumers and payments industry participants.

7. Modernise the printing works to increase our competitiveness
Sponsor: C. Sampic / Action leader: B. Robert

Improve the working environment and economic efficiency, reduce the Banque de France’s

environmental footprint and strengthen its position vis-à-vis competitors through the modernisation

of the printing works.

8. Penetrate new banknote paper markets (EUROPAFI)
Sponsor: V. Bonnier / Action leader: E. Devaux

To increase sales of banknote paper, penetrate new markets by diversifying and improving our

product offering and/or setting up an exclusive partnership.
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Strategic objective 1: through our expertise and independence… support the economy

…qui nous ont inspirés

FINANCIAL STABILITY

9. Implement our SUPTECH strategy for enhanced supervision
Sponsor: P. Montagner / Action leader: V. Clerc

Increase our capacity to supervise the financial sector by implementing a SUPTECH strategy. This

focuses on improving our understanding and appropriation of technological innovations, in order

to develop suitable control tools for the early detection of risks to supervised entities and financial

sector vulnerabilities.

10. Improve the assessment and prevention of risks to the financial system
Sponsor: D. Laboureix / Action leader: E. Vidon

Improve the analysis and control of risks to the financial ecosystem by mapping vulnerabilities,

mobilising a network of experts, and assessing the Banque de France and ACPR’s preparedness

for potential crisis scenarios.

11. Ensure the financial sector takes better account of climate-related risk,

notably via the NGFS
Sponsor: E. Assouan / Action leader: J. Boissinot

Bolster the role of the NGFS, and the Banque de France’s role within this framework. Help to

promote European standards on the reporting of climate risk exposures, work on the

standardisation, reliability and widespread adoption by supervisors of climate resilience tests, and

deepen our understanding of environmental risks.

12. Assess the feasibility of incorporating climate risk into our company

ratings process
Sponsors: C. Piot and JP. Prevet / Action leader: V. Oung

Assess whether it is appropriate or feasible to incorporate climate risk into the company ratings

process, by establishing a climate indicator for firms that could be included in a reviewed ratings

system.
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Strategic objective 2: through our openness… serve society and Europe 

…qui nous ont inspirésSERVICES TO THE ECONOMY AND SOCIETY

13. Roll out, via our branch network, a complete financial inclusion offering
Sponsor: E. Lacourrège / Action leaders: M. Beguery and S. Lange

Densify and professionalise our financial education mission, develop a complete multi-channel

approach for all our services to individuals, and propose the creation of financial inclusion

committees in the départements to federate public action.

14. Innovate to better guide entrepreneurs out of the crisis
Sponsor: E. Lacourrège / Action leader: A. Gerbier

Propose a direct service offering for SMEs-VSEs and strengthen our market leadership in

advising public and private decision-makers (the state and local authorities; businesses and

banks). Exploit new technology to enhance our business analyses and industry assessments.

15. Enable all staff to learn more about our missions and spread that 

knowledge outside the Bank
Sponsor: F. Visnovsky / Action leaders: JC. Ehrhardt and M. Collignan

Give staff the capabilities to convey the Bank’s message to the general public, increase

awareness of our missions and services, share our analyses and take part in public debate.

16. Support the strategy of the IEDOM and IEOM for the development of the

overseas economies
Sponsor: MA. Poussin-Delmas / Action leader: S. Foucault

Commit to contributing more actively to public debate on the development of the French overseas

territories. The strategic plan developed by the IEDOM-IEOM has also set 4 other targets:

guarantee the security and modernisation of payment instruments, including, for the collectivities

in the Pacific region, CFP franc monetary policy; foster financial inclusion and financial literacy for

businesses and the general public; provide efficient services that are resilient to risk; and adopt a

sustainable approach in HR management and to working environments.

OPENNESS TOWARDS EUROPE

17. Identify the key themes for tomorrow’s Eurosystem and multilateral

agendas
Sponsor: B. Cabrillac / Action leader: F. Hervo

Better anticipate the issues of tomorrow, focus on a few priorities and implement actions in project

mode to make progress in these areas. Increased efficiency means having greater influence

upstream in the decision-making process, and switching from a reactive stance to a more

proactive "agenda-setting" role within the Eurosystem and multilateral organisations.

18. Define an HR policy to increase our influence at the European and

international levels
Sponsor: AS. Martenot / Action leader: V. Teurcq

Mobilise and help our human resources to valorise our expertise and research work, and to

communicate our position to all organs of cooperation and negotiation.
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Strategic objective 3: through our sustainable performance… secure the future

…qui nous ont inspirés

19. Reinforce and renew our collective resilience
Sponsor: JY. Haussaire / Action leaders: P. Coulomb and F. Barnier

Adopt a system of crisis management governance that fosters rapid decision-making at central

level and the effective roll-out of decisions at decentralised level. Review business continuity and

recovery plans, especially in IT. Conduct regular, broadscale crisis simulation exercises. Maintain

close vigilance in the prevention of cyber risk.

20. Completely modernise all premises and working environments in the

branch network by the end of the decade
Sponsor: G. Vaysset / Action leaders: S. Darbes-Picca, K. Werquin-Wattebled

Adapt the Bank’s premises to the expectations of staff and stakeholders while also reducing its

environmental footprint, to improve well-being in the workplace and valorise the Bank’s presence

across national territory.

21. Simplify workstations and adapt them to new modes of working, including

teleworking
Sponsors: P. Poulain and S. Latouche / Action leader: V. Crommelynck

Provide all staff with a working environment (IT hardware and access to applications) that meets

the highest standards of security, to facilitate new working methods, improve internal and external

synergies, and reduce mental stress: mobile, collaborative, user-friendly, personalised, easier to

use, better support.

22. Actively commit to a target of carbon neutrality
Sponsor: A. Gautier / Action leader: L. Schirmer

Aim to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 10% by the end of 2024 and to reach net zero

emissions by 2030 by introducing tools to steer and manage energy consumption and emissions.

23. Aim for digital sobriety in all our digital uses
Sponsor: I. Thouzery / Action leader: D. Lescarcelle

Control the environmental footprint of the Bank’s IT system and its use, which has risen sharply

due to digitalisation and intensive data use. For staff, this includes reducing their carbon footprint

and mental load and improving the ecodesign of our IT applications.

24. Capture more innovations with the business lines and their ecosystems,

and accelerate their implementation
Sponsor: T. Bedoin / Action leaders: O. Fliche and M. Fasquelle

Accelerate the concrete application of innovations in our activities, using cross-divisional building

blocks, and by optimising processes; foster greater commitment from the directorates general and

help them to identify useful innovations by interacting with external innovators.

25. Improve the governance and exploitation of our data, starting in three

target areas (companies, financial stability, supervision)
Sponsor: B. Peyret / Action leader: P. Desgranges

Implement a data roadmap based on the value provided to the directorates general. It should be

centred on 3 target areas: businesses, supervision, financial stability, and should address cross-

business data governance, ways of sharing, exploiting and valorising our data, and how to make

the most of new technologies such as AI.
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Strategic objective 4: through our solidarity… be an attractive employer

…qui nous ont inspirés

26. Support our managers: more sharing of managerial best practices, more

help in facing day-to-day challenges, more autonomy
Sponsor: C. Bardinet / Action leaders: D. Lauretou and P. Haas

Renew managerial attitudes in order to empower individuals, improve cooperation and provide

teams with better guidance, without ignoring any difficulties.

27. Ensure assistant roles are more valued: renewed recruitment methods,

lifelong skills development and prospects for promotion
Sponsor: H. Gonsard / Action leader: S. Martinat

Foster recruitment that is more in touch with on-the-ground needs, then encourage and prepare

staff to adapt to tomorrow’s jobs throughout their careers.

28. Provide better financial recognition for staff contributions, including for

experts
Sponsor: H. Gonsard / Action leader: M. Sedro

Increase variable remuneration as a tool to motivate staff, recognise individual contributions and

reward performance, including that of experts.

29. Introduce an income protection scheme for all staff
Sponsor: P. Mongars / Action leader: X. Ducreux

Increase solidarity via a compulsory and improved income protection scheme for all staff, and 

highlight it as an attribute that makes us an attractive employer.

30. Simplify our processes and our culture
Sponsors: H. Kaabeche and P. Leblanc / Action leader: A. Metzger

Increase staff support for the simplification process by addressing situations and procedures that

people regard as complex. Foster a culture of simplification by evaluating the impact and reach of

the simplification measures.
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10 key targets to measure the success of the plan (1/2)

…qui nous ont inspirés

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 1: THROUGH OUR EXPERTISE AND INDEPENDENCE… SUPPORT THE ECONOMY

Maintain or increase French people’s confidence in:

• the euro => lag vis-à-vis the European average maintained or reduced (72% in 2020 -72% in 2019- in France vs. average of 75% in 2020 -76% in 2019- in the euro area)

• the ECB => lag vis-à-vis the European average maintained or reduced by 2024 (35% in 2020 - 32%in 2019- in France vs. average of 40% in 2020 -43% in 2019- in the euro area) 

(Source Eurobarometer) 

Publication by the 20 largest banks and insurers in France of their exposure to climate risks, in accordance with a shared framework

Increase the security of payment instruments:

• Reduction in payment fraud:

- reduction in counterfeit banknotes to less than 20 counterfeit notes/million banknotes in circulation in 2024 (25 counterfeit notes/million banknotes in circulation in 

2020)

- less than €1bn in cashless payment fraud by 2024 (€1.2bn in 2020)

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 2: THROUGH OUR OPENNESS… SERVE SOCIETY AND EUROPE

Increase the satisfaction of our users:

• 90% of users satisfied with Banque de France services (source: external surveys of our 10 main services - 86% in 2020 –Ambitions 2020 target)- An average of 90% for all 

measures would be taken as indicating across-the-board excellence for the Bank’s services.

4 million people provided with information or guidance on a financial inclusion issue (compared with 2.5 million in 2020)

Financial education of the general public:

6 million pageviews per year for all our different digital resources (MesQuestions d’Argent portal, TV magazines (Consomag); Citéco and  ABC de l’économie websites and videos on 
social media; MesQuestionsd’Entrepreneur portal and MQDE videos on social media; Covid19 et économie website, etc.)
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10 key targets to measure the success of our plan (2/2)

…qui nous ont inspirés

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 3: THROUGH OUR SUSTAINABLE PERFORMANCE… SECURE THE FUTURE

Reduce our greenhouse gas emissions by at least 10% over 5 years

60% or more of staff have confidence in the Banque de France’s future – source: staff survey (2016 figure: 50%, 2018 figure: 42%, 2020 figure: 60%)

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE 4: THROUGH OUR SOLIDARITY… BE AN ATTRACTIVE EMPLOYER

Increase satisfaction among internal users with our IT tools and simplified methods

• IT tools: increase in positive responses to the staff survey question "Do the new IT tools simplify working methods and dialogue?" to 70% (62% answered yes to 2020)

• Simplified methods: increase in positive responses to the staff survey question "Have the new simplified methods made your life easier at work?" to 40% by the end of the plan 

(31% answered yes in 2020)

Internal promotions: at least 380 staff promoted over 4 years under one of the Bank’s internal advancement schemes (competitive exam, system for promotion to the "maîtrise" staff 
category, advancement via the internal career ladder involving a change of job category, etc.)
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Building 2024 Together
Financial stability

challenges

Climate-related

challenges

Technological

challenges

Societal and local 

challenges

Employer attractiveness

challenges

Economic, monetary and 

European challenges

4
strategic

objectives

broken down 

into

30
actions

Our 

challenges

Through our

SOLIDARITY

Be an attractive 

employer

Through our

sustainable

PERFORMANCE

Secure the future

Through our

OPENNESS

Serve society and 

Europe

Through our

EXPERTISE

and 

INDEPENDENCE

Support the economy

26. Support our managers: more sharing of managerial 

practices, more help in facing day-to-day challenges, 

Sponsor: C. Bardinet / Action leaders: D. Lauretou and P. 

27. Ensure assistant roles are more valued: renewed 

recruitment methods, lifelong skills development and 

- Sponsor: H. Gonsard / Action leader: S. Martinat

28. Provide better financial recognition for staff 

contributions, including for experts - Sponsor: H. 

Sedro

29. Introduce an income protection scheme for all staff -

Sponsor: P. Mongars / Action leader: X. Ducreux

30. Simplify our processes and our culture - Sponsors: H. 

Kaabeche and P. Leblanc / Action leader: A. Metzger

19. Reinforce and renew our collective resilience -

Sponsor: JY. Haussaire / Action leaders:  P. Coulomb 

and F. Barnier

20. Modernise all premises and the working environment 

in the branch network by the end of the decade -

Sponsor: G. Vaysset / Action leaders: S. Darbes-Picca, K. 

Werquin Wattebled

21. Simplify workstations and adapt them to new modes 

of working, including teleworking - Sponsors: P. Poulain 

and S. Latouche / Action leader: V. Crommelynck

22. Actively commit to a target of carbon neutrality -

Sponsor: A. Gautier / Action leader: L. Schirmer

23. Aim for digital sobriety in all our digital uses -

Sponsor: I. Thouzery / Action leader: D. Lescarcelle

24. Capture more innovations with the business lines and 

their ecosystems, and accelerate their implementation –

Sponsor: T. Bedoin / Action leader: O. Fliche et M. 

Fasquelle

25. Improve the governance and exploitation of our data, 

starting in three target areas (companies, financial 

stability, supervision) - Sponsor: B. Peyret / Action 

leader: P. Desgranges

SERVICES TO THE ECONOMY AND SOCIETY
13. Roll out, via our branch network, a complete financial

inclusion offering - Sponsor: E. Lacourrège / Action leaders: 
M. Beguery and S. Lange

14. Innovate to better guide entrepreneurs out of the crisis-

Sponsor: E. Lacourrège / Action leader: A. Gerbier

15. Enable all staff to learn more about our missions and to 

spread that knowledge outside the Bank- Sponsor: 

F. Visnovsky / Action leaders: JC. Ehrhardt and M. Collignan

16. Support the strategy of the IEDOM and IEOM for the 

development of the overseas economies – Sponsor: 

MA. Poussin-Delmas / Action leader: S. Foucault

OPENNESS TOWARDS EUROPE

17. Identify the key themes for tomorrow’s Eurosystem and

multilateral agendas - Sponsor: B. Cabrillac / Action leader:
F. Hervo
18. Define an HR policy to increase our influence at the

European and international levels - Sponsor: AS. Martenot /
Action leader: V. Teurcq

MONETARY STRATEGY

1. “La Banque de France à votre écoute” (“The Banque de France Listens”), a Q&A 

session for all audiences on monetary policy – Sponsor: O. Garnier / Action 
leader: F. Hermel

2. Measure and take better account of households’ and firms’ inflation expectations 
- Sponsor: G. Cette / Action leader: Y. Kalantis

3. Adapt monetary policy operations to climate risks – Sponsor: I. Odonnat / 
Action leaders: M. Bussière and A. De Tricornot

4. Increase the accessibility and security of payment instruments, including cash -
Sponsor: C. Piot / Action leader: V. Fasquelle

5. Commit to the success of the European Payments Initiative - Sponsor: 
N. Aufauvre / Action leader: N. Peligry

6. Prepare for the issuance of a central bank digital currency (CBDC) - Sponsor: 
N. Aufauvre / Action leader: T. Argente

7. Modernise the printing works to increase our competitiveness - Sponsor: 
C. Sampic / Action leader: B. Robert

8. Penetrate new banknote paper markets (EUROPAFI) - Sponsor: 
V. Bonnier / Action leader: E. Devaux

FINANCIAL STABILITY
9. Implement our SUPTECH strategy for enhanced supervision – Sponsor:

P. Montagner / Action leader: V. Clerc

10. Improve the assessment and prevention of risks to the financial system -
Sponsor: D. Laboureix / Action leader: E. Vidon

11. Ensure the financial sector takes better account of climate-related risk, notably 

via the NGFS - Sponsor: E. Assouan / Action leader: J. Boissinot

12. Assess the feasibility of incorporating climate risk into our company ratings 

process - Sponsors: C. Piot and JP Prevet / Action leader: 
V. Oung
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